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SHK ESSEN

Viessmann presents new product lines to the public

“We create living spaces for generations to come:” Viessmann will show what the company means by climate-friendly heating and cooling when it demonstrates new product lines for efficient building cooling. The family business will introduce its new air conditioners to the industry. Additional innovative solutions for the sustainable supply of heat, electricity and fresh air will also be on view, such as the new electricity storage system Vitocharge VX3 in combination with photovoltaics and a wall box. Interesting short presentations, to be held every hour on the hour at the trade fair stand, will provide insight into current technical developments.

Vitoclima: Cooling, heating, dehumidifying and air conditioning in one unit
Even in our latitudes, the hot summers of recent years are prompting an increasing number of home owners and medium-sized businesses to consider buying air conditioners. Aside from the increased comfort they provide, customers primarily focus on the energy efficiency of the units. The new Vitoclima 300-S and Vitoclima 200-S single and multi-split air conditioners by Viessmann (cooling outputs 2.5 to 10.5 kW) have an energy efficiency label of up to A+++, which puts them at the highest level.
In Vitoclima 300-S wall-mounted boilers, an ECO sensor measures light intensity and detects the presence of people in the room. It turns off automatically in the dark or when there are no people present. In addition, a dielectric particle filter (IFD filter) guarantees perfect air quality.

Yet the air conditioners, which are operable by smartphone, can do even more: with heat output of up to 11.5 kilowatts and efficiency labels of up to A+++, they can just as easily be used for heating. Depending on the building and the customer’s requirements, an additional heating system is unnecessary – or the existing heating system can be left off more frequently.
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